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Abstract
In first chapter of ToE-Framework “The Solution to the Problem of Time” [1] and
second Chapter of ToE-Framework “The Solution to the Problem of Gravity”
this author informed scientific community about the framework for the Theory
of Everything concept, that must be applied in order to get back into Paradise on
earth. Within this third chapter, the author explains in how to perform to decode
the Matrix of thought and to get back into Paradise to save this planet earth from
burning in climate change and to prevent the final fall of the empire of “human
being” into the nothingness like the age of dinosaurs ended in nothingness.
Keywords: Theory of Everything, Key of Matrix, End of the World, World War,
Artificial Intelligence, Flat Earth, Holografic Universe, Big Bang, Black Holes
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1. Origin of Matrix
The Matrix of Thinking [1] which everyone in this
world somehow “feels” to exist is – unfortunately –
real: At today in fact we live in a computersimulation. This paper is to give you a broad
overview on how the Matrix is functioning and who
has invented it to play the game with us, how we
will switch of the Matrix and how will look the
world in 100 years then.
The reader not familiar with the ToE-Framwork
should first study the initial papers on this.
(www.theoryofall.org)

2. Who invented the Matrix and
who is the Player ?
There are two player involved in the Matrix. The
first player is the past, that is culture and science
since 10.000 years of knowledge that we teach our
children to bring into future to carry on evolution. It
is the accumulated EGO of human knowledge
written in books for the youth to remember and
improve.
Every now and then a culture of knowledge fails
and fade away if there are serious problem with that
(Maya, Egypt , Dinosaurs). On the way since the
Egypt and greek cultures there were done serious
mistakes recently (within the last 3000 years). We
think about the world as there should be planets and
the sun, solar system, a terrestrial globe, the speed
of light c, that should be a limit, we think in GPS
and artificial intelligence as well as big data.
Unfortunately: this all is just a computer simulation
someone is playing with us. The original real world
is very different.
The second player is a small child. The genetic
code and reality “nature” in us. We are born as
children, not yet able tho think, but already with
full power of “learning” and “playing” the game.
Then there is education (the player of the past)
working on us.
The adult education that get in action, the child
needs love, and the adult wants the child to learn
the knowledge of the adult, that is finished with
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learning and wants to give this “genitic code” of
knowledge in books, computer and databases into
the knowledge of thinking in the rising child, while
the child is in “slaveship” (depending on the adult).
One could say, if the unconditional growth of
human society on earth and the destructive action
(war, pollution fight each other) is the cancer, that
“knowledge of the past” about how to perform
healthy in reproduction in books is the genetic
code that can cause the cancer, while as each child
born has biological healthy genetic code on
reproduction (biological in cell).
Somehow unconditional growth in society can
happen by mistake if the code is broken (in
knowledge) or unconditional growth can be causes
in human body, if the genetic code of a biological
cell gets ill.
There are two inventors now for the Matrix :
Scientist in the past, that created wrong pictures of
the world and the original functions of nature and
the adult of today that invents the Matrix in every
single child in this world, as they teach and
“program” this wrong code into children to grow.
There are two player running the Play-Station then:
First is Nature / living God in us, the forgotten little
child with healty genetic code, and the nature
around us (living reality) that has also healthy
genetic code. The “Thinker” is the Screen for
projection. Therefore all of us live in a strange
“Movie” that our Thinking watches.
The arena of the Matrix is our brain, were we get a
“FILM” , that has nothing to do with reality, but is a
computer-simulation programmed by the past
knowledge to keep the (biological power of free
spirit small children have in us to sleep).

3. How Reality looks like?
We live in a holografic world that is a threedimensional world for perception on a twodimensional round table. The world is first all in
one (1 – dimensional), enfolds in two dimensions,
and then into three dimensions. Lets have a look on
the Theory of Everything – Framework [1].
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basis flat earth is created to be a 2-dim circle first
where 12 dimensions are in battle to balance forces.
While as nature place action, the reaction on this is
a thinking of the oberserver (Newton: action =
reaction)
To combine the idea of String Theory with the
Standard-Model, one can think of a 12 valve power
machine running on the core of nature that looks
like 12 dimensional fight of time with time (outside
cause = action ; inside cause = reaction.
We live in an ongoing Big-Bang in every little tiny
point in Universe. As explained in [1] the concept
“time” is the “observer” asking for cause (what is
causing / forcing the observation) and “space” is
the observer asking for observation in his “3dim”
thinking.
Based on this, the 2 dimensional “working” area of
forces is created in mind first. It looks like a flat
circle in nothingness (time) that represents the
balance of the two forces in universe that represent
the inner and outer world (Thinking (Ego) /
Reality).
It is linked here to [1] origin of universe (only time)
not space:

Force universe=Frequency universe=1
=

t reality second reality
=
t thought second thought

The reader should think of the outside of thinking
something “living” as the outside is the body of the
thinker in interaction with the enviroment of the
body. The thought and EGO is not materialized in
the body. As our body should represent “live” in
universe, also the thougth should represent live.
Therefore one can think of Action = Reaction
principle that “free will” of our thinking is in battle
with “free will” of our body at the core of universe.

m 1⋅m 2⋅m3⋅m 4⋅m 5⋅m 6
s1⋅s2⋅s3⋅s4⋅s5⋅s 6
At the core there are 12 dimensional powermachines creating the projection then into our
perception. This represents the 12 Standardparticle-Modell, without the 5 particle needed for
interaction (like photon). Those are “fake” (Matrix)
as in reality there is no such thing as wave / particle
dualism.

4. Summary of Reality in Reality
•

=

meter
3
=12⋅π c
second
Interpretation: On the basis of the Big-BangConcept (Origin oth thought), there is batteling
inside and outside in a “higher” dimension at much
higher speed than speed of light the origin where
Space is first created out of time (String-Theory)
into a wovering string of a line (m/s) and on this

Gravitation an Inertia is the base of the
concept of “LOVE”, that is interaction of
the soul representing the balance of powers
between Thinking (Thought = Ego ) and
feeling (Emotion = Body) within us. It is a
real physical concept and the origin of
space and material world we see. “Gravity”
covers velocity meter / second as attraction
(Gravity) and the inverse second / meter as
to be “inertia”.

•
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5. Unified Field on Earth (Flat
Earth projection)

•

The earth is center of the universe. To be
precise: The surface of the earth is
representing the 2-dim flat circle in on
which each observer creates a 3-dim.
Viewpoint of universe. As in the core
physics time is the force on which all
forces rely, the unified field force is m/s
while in transformed in 3 dimensional
observed space, it becomes the EM Force
between positive and negative potential.

•

The Special and General Relativity from
Einstein are both falsified with this reality.
There is only one speed that we all are in at
the same time : It is not possible to go
faster than this speed. At the same time it is
not possible to go lower. The velocity we
“see” is only a projection in out brain (EMForces on Eye) as interacting with nature.

•

2

E=m⋅c =0=Zero

Out

of

this finding it becomes clear, that the
Energy-concept in general is only to apply
on the EM-Force, as “mass” carry no
Energy. The total energy of Universe is
always Zero, while there is the same
amount of positve energy as the negative
energy
•

The conservation of energy or information
in universe is not possible, as reality is only
a balancing out of forces of an incoming
signal (GOD unified One) that is duty to us

Figure 1 represents the general Unified force :

Cause action
T action m
F gravity =
=
=
Causereaction T reaction s
Cause reaction T reaction s
F inertia=
=
=
Causeaction
T action m
This unified force is not yet in space, but only in
brain (mind) to represent the edge on that the the
conscious EGO is in touch with universe. The
“emotion” should be understood as any reception
(view with eye, hearing, smelling etc) while the
“thought” represents the image in brain / mind =
pictures.
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The Flat Earth community has not bad arguments
here in regards to the EM-Field.
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2

E=m gravity c −m inertia c =0
The only useful idea it the set the surface of earth as
center of universe then, although there is no
“center” in general. Using the sun as center might
be possible too, but in general there is no
Gravitation between planets / stars.
This concept of Gravity and Inertia (Energy
Universe = 0) is in line with findings of other
authors (Fisher 2007, Chung-Xuan 2016, Tawdrous
2015) [2],[3],[4]. It is possible to recognize Matrix
to be out there with observation and data.

6. Can Matrix be turned off and
how will the future then look like?
But obviously such projection looks impossible.
This can be improved, if understood that on 2
dimensions time the observer asks for 3 dimensions
in space. A Better demonstration then is given with
a flat earth that is the surface of a balloon. This is a
better perspective and allows to fit for the
conservative scientific community as well as the
progressive “Flat-Earth” community. A Surface
somehow is also flat.

The Matrix in thinking can be turned off for little
children easyly, as they just need to change the
education that is to come to a education based of
the “REALITY”. If children are not educated to
mind-controlled machines, then they can develop
normal intelligence while balancing feeling and
thought. As today education is based on wrong
thought only, the adult is not able to adopt that
easy and to switch of the Matrix he himself has
programmed.
The author can perform courses to switch of the
Matrix, but would guess that in general for a 30-50
year old adult this will need 4 years work adoption
to be able to live in and outside Matrix. For some
people already adult it will be nearly impossible, as
the “Ego” must be complete detached from the
person. If the social group and lifestyle is changed
100% one may can leave matrix within a year if
there is willing.
If global population will stick to live in the matrix,
it is programmed that there will be World War and
Civil War and human being will not survive. As
even the last 10 Human being will not survive as
they would stick to learn sun in center of Solar
System. Without fixing this error in code, there is
no hope. The computer (machine) will end life on
earth, as to switch of the Matrix, the computer and
AI must fade away in the long rung.
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A digital machine is not able to balance the force of
creation, as he can only calculate 0 and 1. The
Balance between (0,5) he can’t calculate.
Some perspective on life
Matrix:
•

after switching off

There will be no more digital machines /
computer / handy / database, as it will be
known as useless and will be forbidden.
There will be allowed only analog
computer.

•

Population will go down to 500.0000
within short, as people will learn to live in
peace and not battle on the children

•

All Religions will come together into one,
that is the ONE LOVE = Gravity. All
History (greek, christianity, Hindu and
Islam) would fit into.

•

There will be global human rights and duty
(believe in one God (living earth) for every
citizen on earth that he can claim at any
court on this planet

•

Justice will be held on court with old wise
12 people, that will interpret the will of
earth with analoge computing and will
suggest to “heal” persons, so prison is not
necessary. There will be no “lawyers”

•

It will be forbidden to have weapons of
mass destruktion – killing and (for as long
as internet is used, there will be total
surveillance to the benefit of all.

•

Eventually there will be no more cars /
much less cars.

•

There will be detailed suggestions (law) on
how to treat between man and women
sexual issues and living. This will not be
depending on using condom prevention.

•

There will be a therapy to overcome sexual
assault and rape, as this is the most danger
to any society.

•

The people will enjoy life much more, as
there is no need to fight anymore and
competition is about being helpful for
society.

•
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There will be lot of fun, work and joy
There will be paradise again.

But if some “Neo” will ever be able to “fight the
machines” is hard to guess. It is more likely the
world war.

7. Unified Adam and Eve
Unifying Inertia and Gravity lead to the
unconditional Love that is the “one love” as general
law that gives load and duty on every human being
to accept the laws of nature, as otherwise each
single human being would be able to sink the ship
we are all in on this earth.
This belongs to the setup of society, as the law of
gravity set rule, the concept of “family” belongs to
the society. Pushing individual familiy, is war
within the society. Law of Gravity set rule, one
must love the child of the brother in same way as
the own.
In each case in love affairs (Adam+Eve going to
leave paradise) this must be discussed at the terms
of rules by Gravity.

8. Going to Mars.
As demonstrated with the key to Matrix,
unfortunately, going to mars is no Option, as human
being can not live on Mars. It belongs to the surface
of earth, as otherwise it will slowly die due to
imbalance of forces. (Gravity). The surface of earth
is center of universe, that our biology (sensitive
perception) is adapted to. As earth itself is a living
organism, going to mars would be analog to remove
the heart out of the human body to measure how
often if can beat outside.

8. Saving this planet
Howto: 1 week holiday for each citizen on earth to
party and have fun. Then we could start thinking on
how to go back to the past and how to rebuild the
schools. This is most profit for the young
generation, as they don’t need to go to this school
anymore and can teach to adults.
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